Distinguishing cytosine methylation using electrochemical, label-free detection of DNA hybridization and ds-targets.
In this communication we report on two important effects related to the detection of DNAs. Firstly, we investigate the sensor response to target DNA when the target is in a double stranded (ds) form and compare the response to single stranded (ss) target DNA. The importance in evaluating such an effect lies in the fact that most biological DNA targets are found in ds form. Secondly, we use synthetic ds targets to investigate the effect of DNA methylation on the sensor response. DNA methylation is known to affect functional properties of DNA and is related to a number of diseases, including various cancers. In these studies, we utilize our previously developed sensor platform, which is based on the use of a glassy carbon electrode-confined conducting polymer that is covalently modified with DNA probe sequences. The signal detection methodology we use is measuring a change in the reaction kinetics of ferro-ferricyanide redox couple at the electrode upon hybridization by means of electrical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). Additionally, EIS is utilized to study the kinetics of the hybridization of the conducting polymer-bound probe with methylated vs. non-methylated ds-DNA. Preliminary results are proving valuable as a guide to the future design of sensors for gene methylation.